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“We encourage participants to take a practical sense
approach to business and we share from our own
business experiences (good and bad) to give participants
a realistic sense of what being in business is really like”
Christine O’ Brien – Managing Director TalentPool Ltd

Every business is different and each journey
to get up and running is unique. Applying
new business skills and knowledge needs
to be considerate of the industry or
business type. TalentPool trainers share
their knowledge of how to run a business
successfully and key business insights
deemed from their years of practical
business experience.

As Ireland’s leader in small business
training, TalentPool has provided over three
thousand “on the ground” training sessions
since 2012 and has provided nearly two
thousand Sessions online since 31st March
2020. Our vast experience has allowed
us to develop a system of training that is
enjoyable, informative, and beneficial for our
participants.

TalentPool has been successfully assisting
individuals to convert their aspirations from
ideas to income since 2012.

We at TalentPool feel privileged to continue
delivering the most up to date and cutting
edge Start Your Own Business programmes
in Ireland.

Participants on our courses give up their
valuable time to attend programmes.
We ensure that this is time well spent
by developing content that is up to date,
relevant, practical, and where required
technical.

The consistently positive feedback from our
participants is testament to the excellence
that we strive to achieve.
We look forward to helping more aspiring
individuals get nearer to their dream of
running a business in Ireland in 2022.

“I have received a great deal of help and encouragement
over the last Year or so, but the Talentpool course I was
encouraged to attend through County Wicklow Partnership
was incredibly useful in defining terms for my Business and
understanding the core concepts of Business practice- a
very different skill set to that which I possessed”.

The Void Electronics was established in late 2020
by Marc Aubele, a Musician, Audio Engineer and
Entrepreneur based in the hills of North Wexford.
With inside knowledge of the Music Business and years
of personal experience as a member of bands such as
Bellx1, Jack L and The Walls, Marc was able to identify
and realise products that he saw as essential gaps in the
market and deliver them directly into the hands of the
top dogs in the Industry.
Within the first Year, in spite of a Pandemic and the
knock on effects of Brexit, The Void Electronics has hit
Bestseller status on several Online Stores and is now
widely regarded as the Premier manufacturer of Tape
Loops, shipping to an ever-increasing Customer base
Worldwide.

thevoidelectronics.com

ONLINE TRAINING
Lockdown effected many people in many
ways, very few were predictable back in April
2020.
One of the most surprising ways is how
within a month everyone was a zoom expert.
Our zoom advisory efforts were not needed
after three weeks, course after course was
successfully delivered on zoom, we delivered
nearly two thousand individual sessions.
Delegates love it, a survey we carried out
last year with 1,583 delegates on courses
indicate that 83% of people prefer online
business supports, with 9% not caring, only
8% would favour going back to face to face.
We were wary that some of the
management development programmes
would be difficult to deliver, however quite
the opposite.

Delegates love being able to share their
screens when on a mentor session so the
mentor can work with them. Delegates love
seeing accounts packages working.
Delegates love seeing an Excel sheet
working: Delegates love seeing a Form
11 tax return being filled: Delegates love
working through a tender with them, none of
these can be done so effectively face to face.
Most of all from delegates point of view they
love finishing a session and being at home.
One delegate who has attended both online
and face to face sessions, has an hour drive
to get home after a face-to-face course,
a one minute walk for online, She has no
doubt. Online is here to stay.

T H E R E V I E WS
Our delegates gain huge amounts form our courses,
and don’t take out word for it, here is a sample of
the reviews that have been left on Google about
TalentPool and its trainers.
Keith O’Brien, Delegate from Kildare
Absolutely fantastic team at Talentpool. Met them
through enrolling in a local enterprise course for
starting your own business. Thank you so much to the
l.e.o and especially Cosmo and Christine at Talentpool
who went above and beyond.
Their advice and experience was extraordinarily
invaluable, they have put in so much time to help
everyone on the course. Including their own personal
time with follow up refresher courses at the weekend
and evenings at their own expense. Really can’t put
into words how grateful I am for everything they have
done and are still continuing to do even now after the
course. My advice to anyone starting a business, get in
contact with TalentPool.
Estelle Cotter, Delegate from Fingal
Having recently attended the Consumer & Market
Research training session, I would highly recommend

this course. Christine was excellent at covering a wide
array of topics including Trends for 2022 and how to
undertake Market Research.
Laura Acheson-Dennehy, Delegate from Tipperary
I attended one of the Start your own business course
through LEO in Tipperary. The course was run online.
Found it so helpful and learned a lot. It was delivered
in such a clear manner. There was room to ask as many
questions as we needed. All in all, really informative,
great fun & loads of encouragement for those starting
out on their own. Highly recommend.
Padraigin O’Donoghue, Delegate from Cork
Cosmo Mellon and Christine O’ Brien give invaluable
insights to Newcomers in starting up and running an
SME. The dynamic they create among the group is
friendly, fair and hugely encouraging. Challenges like
website set-up, blogs, purchasing, creating a profile,
bookkeeping, tax management and much more are
all covered clearly. Questions are welcomed from all
participants and the cross chat among the group is
invaluable. As well as all this, it’s fun.
If you get a chance to do one of these courses,
GRAB IT !!!

The feeling of something ancient and elemental is powerful,
and the fusion of the two elements – the natural and the
manmade – is beautifully achieved: these are precious eating
implements. When Kerryann and John post their pieces, they
wrap them in coffee sacking and dried seaweeds. You peel
back the layers and, suddenly, there it is: sunken treasure.

I recently attended a course given by the Kerry
Local Enterprise Board, that is how I became aware
of Talentpool. As a result of that initial introduction
Cosmo and his team have been in contact, they
have offered valuable online courses. I found these
extremely accessible and supportive.
Our Business is Kelp Cutlery. We make bespoke,
customised vintage and modern cutlery with Kelp
handles. We sustainably harvest the Laminaria
hyperborea stipes after they are washed up on the
Skellig Coast during the Southerly winter gales.
They go through a number of processes to cure and
stabilise the seaweed, then they are sanded and
polished to expose the beautiful natural properties of
this organic material. The handles have been said to
resemble antique antler.

atlanticirishseaweed.com
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